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I. PU MOTORI) 

«   • 

1. 1     ¿copo of Report 

1.1.1.       The economic   feasibility of an industrial 
plant can l)o rationally ascertained once  market studies 
have been carried out   to   evaluate  the aromint of expected 
sales,   alongside with studios on  the procurement sources 
of  the  raw materials  required. 

It should  bo borne   in mind   that  both   the sales   mar 
Wet and   the procurement sources aro the same  for the  vn^ 
rious   industries which operate in a certain region ami, 
in  this  sense,   these  industries ran  therefore be confide 
red  interconnected. 

All   the   industries   in  the same region contributo 
in its   economic  development  and  each of   tliem should   fit 
into   the overall  economic   framework without causing  any 
unbalance  in  production. 

The industrial plants operating  in a certuin re- 
gion muy be considered  as   forming H complex  system  the 
optimization of which  should  be aimed  at   in  the dynamic 
process  of   industrial   development. 

In evaluating   the  economic   feasibility of an in- 
dustrial venture,   the  likely perturbation of  the  exisjt 
i íig  situation should   be   taken into account,   and  an es tj_ 
mate or   the probable  positive and   negative consequences 
should   be  made. 

In order to do  so,   one must  have   the  technical   in 
strumenta allowing   the control of  tho entire present  and 
prospective industrial activity in the region rotte »mod. 
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... '   *       |,jLr  huvo ,lealt with noverili  problems of 
this tinture for tho solution of which they have formu- 
lated und tried out appropriate media. Th i s report ai 
ves » «Inscription of some of the procedures nor feote.!"" 
mainly outlining the objectives of each atu.lv and the' 
guiding principles   followed. 

The examples  referring   to   hydroelectric   plants 
all  regard onsen  which were put   into practice with sa- 
tis factory results. 

1,2    "hjeotive <>f Studies Perforino«! 

1.^.1.       The studies carried out in an organic 
form   from  I960  were designed   for  tho  following   two nur 
poses: '   — 

a.      Optimization of  the solution of   the  problems 
considered '     "lMMí, 

h.      Optimization of  the organizational  work sy- 
stem with a  view   to  achieving   the  best possible   results 
within    the shortest   time and  at   the lowest cost. 

Kfforts were concentrated,   in brief,   at selecting 
and  working out   the most appropriate methodology   tn 
tackle and  successfully solve   the most complex   problems 
under investigation,  with particular reference   tn  the 
Hydroelectric  power industry. 

n    .     u'-'V?0*1  P°**iblü Elution-   is considered   to be 
that which is   the most satisfactory,   at the   time of 
Its   implementation   in  the light  of  the economic   and no 
liticai situation  in  the rogion concerned. 

The  technical  optimization   is  intended   to   supply 
those  called  upon   to  make derisions with as   clear and 
rompióte a  picture  as  possible  of   the  technically prao 
ticuble solutions   for the specific  problems  concerned? 

In consideration of the complexity of  the pro- 
blems   involved,   the most appropriate and powerful media 
were resorted   to  right  from the  start,-  KLC   for  this 
purpose employed   the experience  and cooperation of the 
calculation centers  of I3M Italia and of Olivetti     I 
visione Klettronica. "''    - 

In the course of  the studios,   some of  the  ini- 
tial   ,deas were readjusted,   new  concepts were  introduced 
and  a certain number of procedures  developed   to  a 

p,ìac"rca^rre0:u^s?PPea^tì,, "^  SUÌtaMe ln  ^  »•" «' 
For obvious  organizational  reasons,   these  studies 

had  to  be confined within reasonable time and cos!TÍWlt, 

«     • 

*     • 

^J 
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and   hud  to yield  concreto results  in the short run,   with 
out   interfering with  the  normal, design work. 

The discipline  eventually  proved   to  have a   boneH 
ci al   influence on  the engineering work  us   it compelled 
tlio  engineers  involved   to   focus   their attention on only 
the  essential  linos,   thus  helping  to   refine   their capit- 
el ty of analysis   and synthesis. 

1.3    Guiding Pri nciples 

A certuin  number of guiding principles were  osta- 
A blished right   from  the  start  and  constantly   followed, 

Qi) Q tfiua heli-ing to mike   the  team work  unitary and  organic. 
These guiding principles  can be  summarized  as   fol_ 

lows : 

a. Delimitation of  the objectives   to   be achie- 
ved  and of  the   field of action of the various engineers 
1 nvolved 

b. Freely critical analysis  of  the conventional 
procedures 

e.       Definition of common general principles   for 
ull   the problems   investigated. 

At   the outsot of  each  study,   great care was   ta- 
ken  that  the scope of  the study and   the objectives   to 
be attained  be clearly defined,   thus giving rise  to  a 

ft communion of ideas and  intent among   tl>e various members 
• of   the team. 

In the choice of calculation procedures,   the  con- 
ventional methods  of analysis  have been adopted only  in 
tho.se cases where  their conceptual  validity had  been 
thoroughly  ascertained.       Attempts were  then made   to ge 
neralize  the procedures   for  the singling out of th» ele- 
ments of general   interest,   thus making it possible   to 
extrapolate       the results obtained  to  different  fields of 
aoDlication. 

The  fixing of  the  liberty of  investigation  ini- 
tially gave rise  to some difficulties but  the advantages 
obtained  have been noteworthy,  under  the  following main 

aspects: 
- concepts and procedures which proved obsolete and  ina 

danuate were  set aside 
- „.2 p^codures with a  high degree of efficiency were 

developed 

* 
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'i 
the engineers were assistod  in the use of constructive 
criticism and creative faculties i; 

•   • 

t  • 
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2. I    Concept 

An industrial plant is basically a technical means 
of producing goods or facilities required by the communi, 
ty. Its implementation must be justified by the exi- 
stence of a market capabl« <» f absorbing the oxpected pro 
duction and by the possibility of economical procurement 
of the raw materials   to  be processed. 

The  plant must  be designed   and  conceived  so ¡is   to 
turn out   its  products  with  the  highest, possible  degree 
of efficiency.       A  series of industrial plants   serving 
the same market  form a  complete  system which  can be con 
stdered   interconnected,   as each  plant mutually condi- 
tions  and   integrates with the others. 

Industries producing  the  same goods can  be  regar- 
ded  as  directly interconnected,   whereas  industries  serv 
ing   the same market   but producing  different goods may 
be considered  indirectly interconnected. 

The concepts  outlined above  naturally apply  to 
both developing and  developed  countries,   regardless of 
their   political systems. 

Í.2    Mi the—ti cal Model 

The planning of un industrial  plant,   including 
the relevant market studies and   the  investigation of 
procurement sources,   is  ingenoral rather complex,due 
to  the  large number of parameters   involved,   each with 
its own variability intervul. 

It is therefore necessary to develop appropriate 
media for the ani.lysis, as well as for checking and re 
presentation of the project.     To  a.hieve this  purpose. 
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the project should be broken up into  schematic  lines 
through a process of analysis consisting  in the   trac- 
ing of  it»  basic  elements and   then, through   a process 

»l?Zf    Ï  S;  the'oco"3tr»"tion of thereof  project unit should   be achieved. 

lu    J?  this way the mathematical   model of the project 
is obtained  after having clarified   the  terns and  «»non- 
«ions of  the project^ then <W, the technical basis   for 
further elaborations. 

If   the mathematical models of different plants 
are connected with each  other in  time and  space,   we'ob 
tain tho mathematical model of an industrial plant sv-    ~ 
s torn. ' > 

Tho  numerous instances  in which   this  procedure 
has been applied confirmed   its  validity   regardless  of 
the complexity of the problems dealt with.«ml of  tho 
type of subsequent elaboration,  or   the  technical means 
employed. 

•) • 

2 »3    Simulation 

Once  the mathematical model of   the plant or sy- 
stem of plants  has  been obtained,   one  ran apply  to  it 
the    echn ?ut of simulation which consists  basically  in 
artificially reproducing  the production process,   accord 
ing to probable hypotheses. - 

For instance,  once   the  features of  the different 
plants have  been  fixed,   one can simulate  the   finished 
goods    with   the determination of the  relevant quanti tit» 
and  times of production. 4 "' 

A J)r;  íí*  °ther Wny  ro"nd'   nn  the  h««i«  of a  given 
demand of  finished goods,   one can sWate  the produc- 
tion    tracing  back  the quantities and   times of  'leiive- 

M.°í«    i" r
lT

,,Ìrr! raW ,natorii,ls.   thus .„aking  it possi- 
Íortation availability and organize  their trans 

In practice,  checking procedures  are adopted which 
can easily be  extended   to  a  large variety of   LotU.s 
«ml also alio*  the solution of design problemsT 

• 1-.1..I w.?rOCeMM  Can al3°  b0 produced   in the 
simulation and   this possibility will  help considerably 

{¡diu!! T 1 i*1*' km,wUdße "f •r^n components of 
industrial development which have not so far been tho- 
roughly investigated. 

« # 

i\ 
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PRACTICAL  liKAMPLlìS 

« 

t 

3.I    Hydroelectric Plant 

3.1.1.       A hydroelectric plant  is an industrial 
plant utilizing  the runoff of a catchment basin  for  the 
generation of energy. 2) 

Runoff can be considered of a stochastic natu- 
re,  »hereas  the demand of energy is of a prevalently de 
terministic  character. 

A hydroelectric plant consists basically of a  re- 
servoir,   a diversion tunnel,  a surge tank,   penstocks 
and a power house,   as shown in  fig.   1. 

Conceptually,   we  have a storage capacity which   is 
fed by the natural or regulated   flow  from other reser- 
voirs  and serves   its purpose by supplying energy accord 
Inf to demand. « 

The queuing  theory •*'     in which each separate de- 
mand  is considered  in turn,  applies  to  this  problem 
and   interesting applications of  it have already been 
achieved. 

For  the sake of simplicity,   though  this   is conce£ 
tually loss correct,  we can also   consider   that  the mea- 
sured   flows  are   Ted   into  the reservoir in their chrono 
logical 3 equ e ne«?. 

Provided  that  fairly long observation periods are 
on record,   this method may nevertheless yield  sufficien 
tly indicative results. 

The models  prepared by  KLC were  laid  out so  as   to 
make  it possible  to utilize either procedure. 

J)      :« these   it«W »•»•: W-n-U-Ch»«- ,*k»k »f  'PF1'* ''/""o1«« ' J«cl,on 9"1   ind 

attas'i«    fdf-T»ncj* 

3) 
li« :  AMBU Wr»  it* **Wr Storica »'«»«•di 

or Detijrt - Australian Jour. 

«ja of *SCl, papar 1811 
MP Von« 

1 .B    l«|N>yM¡« : ¿*»ft ^ÌSZl ,% 
0¿V¿ °f   |t«r <aaoyree -.yrttma,   Vt   :>'. Chaptar 14, »»mèri 

For -or« ««plata^fi^ii. ZV' V *-la-Cha.,    «Jtook of **>l,«i Volojy 
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SCífEMS OP A HYDROELECTRIC PUNT 

Max.   Wrel-^ 

ft«Gl^'--2> 
Min.  level*' 

_ J—- Surg« tank 

t— Penstock 

« • 

Power station 

Fig. 1 

• • 
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3.1.2.        Tho math orna ti cul  model  of a  hydroelectric 
plant  is,   conceptually,   rather simple, (fig.   1) 

The reservoir may he  filled  to maximum water  level, 
to  minimum wator level or  to an   intermediate   level. 
The  flow  requirements may be higher,   equal   to or  lower 
than  the  natural  flow  in  the same  time  interval. 

If  the reservoir is   filled   to maximum water level, 
in  the  first  instance a  certain amount of water will  he 
*pilt,   in  the second  instance  the waterline will remain 
at maximum  level,   in  the   third   instance   the   level will 
subside. 

If  the  reservoir  is  drawn down  to  minimum water 
level,   in  the   first   instance wator level will  rise,with 
or without  spilling over,   in the second   instance  it 
will  remain at minimum level and  will  meet demand,   in 
the third  instance  it will  remain at minimum level  but 
will  be unable  to   fully meet demand. 

In intermediate cases, water level will rise  (ei 
ther spilling over or not),  or will subside  ( either meet- 
ing demand or not). 

Those  basic  concepts are worked  out  and applied 
indifferently  to water or energy demands,   taking  into 
account such  elements  as   evaporation  losses,   particular 
operation standards,   etc.,   thus   achieving  very complex 
and  highly perfected  models. 

Hydroelectric   Systems 

3.2.1.       A certain  number of hydroolee trie  plants 
feeding  the same network   form a  hydroelectric system ^ 

An example  is  attached  hereto of calculations  nm 
de with an  IHM 701  computer on a  system of  three  inter- 
connected  hydroelectric  plants   referred   to  as A, II and 
C. 

The  load  diagram of  the  network  and  persistency 
(i.e.   the time  in percent during which energy demand 
must be   fully met)   were given.     In  the  case under con- 
sideration,   persistency was  taken to  be  95% 

4)       r« this  itt» IH:  '.J.  Lawis an) I.A.  S-vtiooir.ilior^yJrosyst«» Power Analisi! by di^ 

tal c-mputer . ProMtfdiny of ASCE, "»y 1962 

'•'. Oraniynini, t.  Bernard  -Eatuliode un ¡»¡sterna de Planta» Mydrc 

eleetrieaa cor. alaborador electrónico  aW   ^onjreso Peruano de 

Ingeniería f Metri ¡M -t-i-u  '"'í3 

f,f r<ti T-nae» ta«: Han:!beok of Anplied >*yi:r< loqy analfc'Sijn of *itar Resource 

Systems  (previously indicated) 

V- 
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Planta   \ and  B belong  to   th.» sume watershed  and 
are placed   in series,   while  plant C   |«   l„tu te,l   in a  dif 
terent watershed. - 

In  this  case,   affluent   flows were considered   in 
their chronological  sequence and   the relevant «veranos 
have Leon worked out overy  ten days. 

.3.2.2.       Prior to  starting calculi, t ions,   the   tech 
nical   features  of  the plants,   as  summarized   in Table  l" 
must be defined,   as well-as   the  specific   function assi! 
gned  to  each plant  in the  interconnected system.       In 
the case under consideration,   plant  A  supplies  energy 
according   to   its own technical   features  and of  the  ru,<- 
tn JrW       r       Tl Wator»hod'   Pl«"t,  B supplies  energy 
to make up   for  the deficiencies of plu„t  \,  while   the 
purpose of plant C is   to make up   for  the deficiencies 
OI    A+B. 

On the whole, the three plants meet demand with a 
pe»!« ency of 95%, which was traced back through « se- 
ries of successive approximations. 

The productive capacity of the plants  having   thus 
been obtained   (table 2),   the problem  is   to choose  the 
most appro    iilt    distriblJtion of the ^ • 

etil   to   twin*   H   ln8t,,nce-   the  lna"  «,iaKrum shows   0   peak equal   to   twice   the average capacity,    in  the case of  „ 

«veìì«P       î;   H6 raPaCÌt/   instull-,   ""««W  *«   twice   the 
Í,!    *t   rr e °ase °f twu  ^Parate  plants,   if  these 
have different operation periods,   „  «a^ci ty  four times 
the average  should  be provided. 

As   the operation of  the plants   in ., system  is  com 

with a  view   to  optimizing   the choice of  the capacities 
to  bo  installed   in each of  the plants. •P"<^io.s 

This research which is generally rather complicai 
ed is carried out automatically through an ori g i nil pro- 
cedure developed   for  the specific  purpose. P ~ 

dimensions0 oTt^?11^ • CÜP<,PÍ ty has  be°" "•""«».   "'* 
fixed    on  the  íhe.divers;°" *"*» »n*  Power house can be 
fixed    on  the  basis mainly of  technically permissible 
velocities and  diameters. P Bie 

in tabieV6*"118 °f ^ dlmen8lo"t"I "tudy are set   forth 

b^en fïved0  'î? ?lBeiwl?^  °f  the difr^ent works  have Been fixed,   it  is possible  to  estimate  their cost on  H.« 

sto^d* „^ Unit Crt,UbleS  •«"•"ly Prep«;:  Vnd     e, 

I) è 

« « 

<* 
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*nbseqiiently,   for  the sake of convenience,   the 
principal  summarized  results  are obtained,   «s given in 

The  logic process described  above  is schematize«! 
in  the   flo'v chart which  appears in   fig.   2. 

3 • *   Optimization 

fcvery technical or economic hypoth.sia has its cor 
respondí n« optimal solution which is indicated by the ~ 
computer. ' 

Grouping   the various   hypo tosi s  and  making   them 
vary within appropriate  limits a sufficiently Ureo ar- 
ri es  of solutions      ¡s  obtained   to make  it  posible   to "" 
define  the range of solutions  in which  the optimal so- 
lution is  suro  to be  found. 

rhe  relevant basic   results  can  be set  forth  in   the 
form of  a   diagram so  as   to  make  thorn  sol f-ovident. 

An  example of such a  representation   is given bv 
fig.   .1 drawn from a study,   completed   in   1962,  on  the'in 
terconnection of hydro«1 ectri c plants. "~ 

Kvory single point along  the continous  lines  re- 
presents   an optimized   system,   «ell  defined   in all   its 
technical   and  economic   aspects. 

For   instance,   if  a  generation of   IJOU.IO6 kWh/yonr 
is   to  be  obtained,   it   is  advisable   to  «dopt   the  »+K+\ 

ÎCnenWh,V,r if»? f°P U  l0*°r ""U "P1 U1   ««vestment than  the  IM-M.UB) system or other alternatives. 
If  however requirements   are expected   to  exceed   the 

abovementi oneri   figure,   IMi+f WH|   system should   be selee 
ted   as   this  allows generation up  to   2.100. 106      kWh/yoar 

In  the light of a   representation of   this  type,   tho- 
se called  upon  to make decisions can  easily make  their 
choice     taking  into account  also  such  additional     econo 
mio  and  social   factors  as may  not be known  to  the  engi^ 
neers. * 

• • 
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GENERAL FLOW CHART - 17 Figure      2 
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en 

I        GKNKRALIZATIUX 

•• '     Invariants 

Any industrial   plant  ran bo   treated  with   the samo 
methodology as  described   in  the case of   the hydroelec- 
tric  .system. 

The position of  the problem  therefore  remains 
the     same    in       relation  to  any plant whatsoever,  of 
an industrial   nature.       This  also  applies   to  any pro- 
blem  the purpose of which   is   the optimization of any 
service   for  the processing  of products. 

In  the  specific   case  of  the  hydroelectric   plant, 
the  river,   the  reservoir,   und   the other basic   compo- 
nents  shown in   fig.    1   are also   invariants,   as   they are 
to  be   found   in all  hydroelectric   plants. 

Within the framework of the plant layout, some of 
the invariants can be equalled to zero without destroy- 
ing  the  logic  of operation. 

te,   for instance  the  reservoir * <>,   we will  have 
a  run of  the river plant;   if  the power station  « 0   the 
plant will generate  no energy but  it will supply water, 
say,   for irrigation purposes. 

Once  the  invariants   in a  problem of  flow utiliza, 
tion have been singled out,   the  same mathematical inodol 
can be  applied   to power generation problems or   to pro- 
blems  of water supply   for   irrigation or   for multipurpose 
solutions. 

Unco  the  invariants   in common between u  problem of 
flow utilisation und one of  industrial production have 
been singled out,  one run utilise  the same mathematical 
model  structure in dealing with a hydroelectric  plant 
and with an industrial plant destined  for any other pur 

pose. 
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» 

Th«  raw um Uria U  for an  industry can be  compared 
to   the  flow tu be util i/.od;   the  flnibhud product  of an 
induHtry can bu  comparo«)  to  the power produced  by an hy 
droelectric plant. 

The logie in the producing process is therefore a 
nalogous, and such is the structure of the mathematical 
mode 1. 

Taking  into account  a  «y.-Utn of plants  the  analogy 
perfiists,   .since  the   logic  of  the  interconnection   is  identical. 

The fing ling out of  the   invariants  is   fundamental 
for  the correct   formulation of  the various problemi and 
is  of considerable practical   interest as  it affords   the 
possibility of applying   the  experience gained  in  the stu 
dy of one problem  to  another problem apparently mi i te    ~ 
different. 

t«2    Parameters 

For the solution of any problem, one resorts  to  a 
series of logical and  numeric   relationships which  form 
the  algorith of  the problem.        The problem is  represen- 
ted  by the algorithm by means  of parameters   that can 
be defined  as  the minor and   indivisible functional  ele- 
ments. 

In  the case of  the hydroelectric system described 
»bove,   the parameters  are,   for instance,   the different 
components  of the plant  such a«   tunnel and penstock, 
together with the related  technical and economic   ele- 
ments which would appear meaningless  if considered  sena 
rately. 

The parameters do   not have an absolute value  like 
the   invariants,   as  they are  linked with a specific  pro- 
blem and  its dimensions  and may vary according  to   the 
degree of accuracy required. 

The  fixing of parameters   is of paramount   importan 
ce  in the preparation of mathematical models which 
practically    consists of single parameters logically  in- 
terconnected. 

• • 

1.3 Kxamples 

The studies, based  on constant attempts  towards ge 
neraliaation,   through  the research of invariants and    ~ 
parameters gave excellent and  sometimes unpredictable 
results. 

In the field of water resources utilisation,   it 
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ical . 

was possible to achieve extremely flexible ma theinatical 
models by moans of which similar problems can bo repre- 
sented,   tackled and solved. 

The possibility of switching from one field of a£ 
plication to an apparently different one has been repea 
tedly confirmed. 

In KLC    5) ,   for instance,   use \v;is made uf a  pro- 
gramme prepared by »livetti-Divi sione elettronica   for 
the calculation of .^-dimensional   frameworks ^      for the 
solution of rock mechanics problems. 

The staff who prepared   the programme certainly did 
not  have  rock mechanics   in mind  but  the study was  well 
laid  out  in general   terms  and  was   found   to  afford  effec 
tive media which could  he applied   to   fields   falling out 
side  the original scope. ~ 

Also   the queuing   theory proved   to  have a  very 
vast  range of applicability,   as   it allows   investigation 
of all   those phenomena which ran be represented   by a  net 
work  consisting of nodes and oriented arcs. ~~ 

By this  theory,   it was   possibl«    to utilize practj_ 
cally  the same programmes  for both   job organization and 
urban  traffic  problems with  highly  rewarding practical 
results   ') 

5)   * net« of p.J. FulWth has baan prasantaa  in 15th Colloquia» on Safety  in Sock 

Enyinawriny.Saltfcura, 'n|it—tar 1964 

f,\   ->•  * iilir«llo - «¡solution« di  ^robla»    di  statica dalla costruaoni «tad unte un 

«Isborator« alattrunioo • Clivatti J.p.  • 
7)   ••. Crw.^ni -L.M,t,on   -Traffic in V«*» „,in Historical Monumentai ÀI*» 

first "uatinj "^atl Traffic ' aonn i ^u# - AC I - >f  - f tlcrnu *  'ajj.u 1964 

v. J 
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CONCLUSIONS 

died .i,  U  U Plênt8 are Byit9,,i*  whicl' «huuld be atu 
ÍK«,,rÜ[riAt0 ,"ethodol^y and technical ,„,dia. ~ 

delà afford«": "TS °L 8in'ul*tiü". »"h mathematical mo 
oh !l„?n! Í c^»i«i^«ble advantages, as it allows the ~ 

^^xr^^ïjz Tirw,,lch c°:id 
methods of analysis    Pr*CtlCftl   "ânntr    b*  Lhe convontional 

.. „«„     Krry 8Íngle »ruble« »"""Id be  laid  out  in torma 
as general as possible,   as  this allows  the  utilisât on of 
the^e r„edia in apparently  different  fl«idÍ íí"^^ 

that wore* ori^nS.8Mf the  "ierping Uf  technic*l branches 
olace       Vol " y con81,,e•d  afferent  is now  taking 

íeits y rUin Very pOWerful  c»lculation  inatru 

p•rticuJr^^^¡;Molüßi^prublo,8 ahouid be ^»^ «u», 

«»»„^     7îiS  8h0Uld be taken int0 consideration by  the  U \ 
EEî ZlZZ:^ th- ^^ «-•1  on inizia?* 
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